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work to be “scholarly,” they mean that itBackground and Purpose. The scholarship aries to learn from each other in ways that
conformed, in large part, to the followingof teaching and learning (SoTL) challenges were unexpected. A model was developed
standards: (1) clear goals, (2) adequate prepa-instructors, regardless of discipline, to con- that describes the SoTL experience that is
ration, (3) appropriate methods, (4) signifi-sider critically and explicitly how and why comparative, divergent, and ultimately
cant results, (5) effective presentation, andan instructional technology is aligned with progressive.
(6) reflective critique.instructional objectives and anticipated Discussion and Conclusion. Individual re-

learning outcomes. Individual reflection on Indeed, the scholarship of teaching andflection combined with reciprocal analysis
experience is useful for making sense of the learning challenges educators to considerand dialogue within a learning community
complex environment of teaching. Interpro- critically and explicitly, based on evidencefostered a perspective change for each pro-
fessional reflection and dialogue are power- of student learning, how and why a chosenfessor. Reflection illuminated commonali-
ful strategies for stimulating thinking about pedagogy is aligned with instructional objec-ties regarding teaching with technology and
teaching and learning that extend beyond tives and anticipated learning outcomes.collective dialogue provided an opportunity
a single field. This article has 2 purposes: Boyer,1 well known for his work in the areafor additional learning to occur. This work
(1) to explore the potential commonalities of scholarship within higher education,supports the benefits of communication
and disparities existing between 2 professors maintains that scholarship by instructors onabout teaching between disciplines to de-
of different disciplines—physical therapy the experiences, impact, and outcomes ofcrease isolation and build intellectual brid-
and chemistry—regarding their experiences teaching and learning (SoTL) are insepa-ges to connect respective professions.
using technology in instruction, and (2) to rable.

Key Words: Scholarship of teaching andreflect upon and share the reciprocal learn-
learning, Technology, Learning communi- BACKGROUND AND PURPOSEing transactions that can occur through
ties, Reflection.“hybrid” interprofessional (and virtual) While higher education is facing changes

dialogue. that present faculty members in any disci-
pline with a plethora of research topics, thisMethod/Model Description and Evalua-

INTRODUCTION article examines the use of educational tech-tion. Our method enabled 2 professors to
nology by 2 professors—1 in physical therapySince its introduction in Scholarship Recon-partake in a rich dialogue about their experi-
and 1 in chemistry. They became a dedicatedsidered 15 years ago,1 the term scholarship ofences teaching with technology. First, each
learning community of faculty committed toteaching and learning” (SoTL) has emergedprofessor described and reflected individu-
intellectually stimulating dialogue leading toas a focal point for discussions of what itally on the context and rationale for their
new approaches to academic problems andmight mean operationally to advance our un-selection of and teaching experiences with
crosspollination of ideas and practices. Par-derstanding of teaching and learning ineducational technology. Then, a reciprocal
ticipation in the community also providedhigher education. A July 2005 search for theanalysis transpired where examination of
support for research development and per-term on www.google.com yields over 50,000common and divergent themes was identi-
sonal development.hits, and Boyer’s1 original formulation,fied, which pertained to the implementa-

“scholarship of teaching,” yields another Supplements and enhancements to tradi-tion, outcomes, impact on student learning,
50,000 hits. The Carnegie Foundation for tional classroom pedagogy are implementedand pitfalls encountered by each professor.
the Advancement of Teaching has anchored in ways that are strongly connected to theThrough a virtual dialogue, a learning com-
the work on SoTL, and their Web archives discipline and its subject matter.6,7 While re-munity dyad was formed that focused on a
are a rich resource for tracking the develop- search on teaching and learning conductedgoal of mutual interest: educational technol-
ment of SoTL.2 Other Web-based resources by educators of a single discipline is a neces-ogy. Through concurrent reflection, the 2
are equally accessible,3 as well as a relatively sary and useful strategy for improving instruc-professors transcended disciplinary bound-
steady, if not increasing, output in various tion, interprofessional dialogue has the po-
venues.4 tential for creating a perspective shift that
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found that when academicians consider a those of earlier generations.9 Perhaps based
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on this impression more than any other, in- gateway disturbances, and viruses resulting Like their counterparts in the field of phys-
ical therapy, chemists have adopted commer-structors in many disciplines are exploring in course Web site down-time are inevitable

and can affect student attitudes towards on-learning options that include a technologi- cially available and institutionally supported
environments as a way to modify their class-cal component. line learning environments.26,28 While the

benefits are numerous, educators must also room and course environments. ElectronicIn physical therapist education, technol-
consider the potential barriers and disadvan- homework,48 quizzing,49 tutorials,50 and mul-ogy can augment learning both during
tages of online learning and be prepared for timedia resources51 are all easily deliveredacademic and clinical education. Instructors
managing these concerns. through WebCT or WWWAssign, and otherare using computer-assisted, Web-enhanced

Blackboard-like environments. Wamser52 re-modules and the Internet to facilitate student
ported using e-mail assignments distributedTechnology Use inlearning in many ways. For the purposes of
to large lecture classes to interact with indi-Chemistry Educationthis article, computer-assisted instruction
vidual students. Faculty members are think-The use of computer-based technologies in(CAI) refers to the use of CD-ROM and
ing in flexible ways about what might bescience education is ubiquitous.29-31 In gen-multimedia software programs that supple-
possible with even a standard tool such aseral, the sciences, engineering, and businessment traditional instruction with interactive
e-mail, rather than being limited by its stan-have been in the group of early adopters,32electronic media.6 CAI is being used to aug-
dard use.although a scan of the nearly 100 articles inment anatomical instruction10-13 and clinical

Science education researchers have ex-the first issue of Journal of Issues Informingassessment acquisition.14

amined the impact of instructional techno-Science and Information Technology33 revealsWeb-enhanced instruction pertains to the
logies; the best results of this research reminda diverse collection of instructional technol-Internet, e-mail, and educational software
us that these tools, like all others, need to beogy world-wide. And while even some thingspackages such as Blackboard. One com-
intentionally aligned with instructional goalsas simple as chat room discussions were im-monly relied on use of Web-enhanced in-
in order to be effective.53-56 Otherwise, theremediately exploited to promote and studystruction is “Web presence,” which refers
are instructional settings in which computer-student learning through student writing,34

to placement by instructors of static, paper-
based technologies result in better learningthere are now many of what one might callbased materials such as course syllabi on a
outcomes than with conventional tools,57,58“second-generation” versions of instructionalcourse Web site. For example, interactive
and there are companion studies that revealtechnology. For example, using student writ-utilization of Web-enhanced instruction oc-
no differential impact from computer-baseding generated in these electronic discussionscurs when instruction incorporates synchro-
technologies at all.59,60as an object of study about student learningnous (eg, chat rooms) or asynchronous on-

has become a formalized, dedicated, and in- Growing evidence suggests that the useline discussion boards through a Blackboard
stitutionally supported software environment of visual representations supports the devel-course Web site.15-18

called CPR (Calibrated Peer Review).35-37 A opment of understanding in science class-
Distance education learning options en- group of writers and readers—practically un- rooms.61-66 The role of visual representations

able instruction to occur at locations re- limited by scale and geography—train them- has been of particular import to researchers
moved from an institutional setting. One bur- selves through standard samples to give criti- exploring chemistry education,67-72 a key rea-
geoning use of distance education is the cal feedback and can then access writing that son being that the primary phenomena inves-
online transitional Doctor of Physical Ther- has been submitted by others for peer review. tigated in the discipline—molecules and
apy (t-DPT) program which relies on e-mail, Additionally, the National Science Founda- their interactions—are for all practical pur-
CD-ROM, and Blackboard interactive fea- tion is facilitating the distribution and access poses unobservable.73-77 Chemists and chem-
tures, such as discussion boards and virtual to annotated, user-based, and peer-reviewed istry students are forced to understand molec-
chat.19-21 In addition, some physical therapist instructional technology resources through ular-level phenomena as they are mediated
clinical education departments are exploring the education area of the National Digital through a variety of representational forms.
the feasibility of conducting clinical site visits Science Library38 and its connection to the These forms include nonlinguistic or visual
using distance education technology.22

disciplinary science education commu- forms, such as molecular structural drawings
Educational technology has many poten- nities.39 and graphs, in addition to verbal descriptions,

tial benefits. One benefit is that educators notational symbols, and the like. AlthoughEvery instructional tool, including com-
can increase participation in classroom dis- several studies have shown positive corr-puter-based technologies, should exploit the
cussion and communication between indi- elations between student use of differentmedium’s instructional strengths (“affor-
vidual students or among students and in- types of visualization tools and measures ofdances”) and not try to run against the grain
structors through discussion boards and conceptual learning in chemistry class-of its constraints.40-42 A healthy debate re-
virtual chat rooms.23 In addition, research has rooms,61,62,65,66,78 the mechanisms by whichmains about how to dissect the effects of
demonstrated that online learning opportu- visual representations influence this develop-instructional method from the medium in
nities afford wider participation for a diversity ment are not clear yet.order to assess the impact of the latter.
of learning styles.24,25

Clark43-44 maintains that the data actually fa-
Theoretical Framework: The RoleHowever, educational technology has vor instructional method, while Kozma45,46

of Reflective Practice and SoTLsome major disadvantages. One disadvantage argues that the intrinsically inseparable na-
ture of method and medium cannot beconcerns the absence of immediate feedback For instructors in any discipline, the class-

room is complex and may be compoundedor the nonverbal cues that accompany face- parsed. Coppola47 has also argued that cur-
ricula (goals) and technologies (methods)to-face interaction between a student and an by the inclusion of technology. Instructors

in higher education often work in isolationinstructor.23,26 Barriers to instruction that re- should be explicitly linked, exploiting the
synergistic relationship, and that activities de-lies on technology include lack of familiarity without formal mechanisms for receiving

feedback on their teaching.79 Without meth-with the computer or the Internet and lim- signed for the use of conventional tools may
not necessarily align with the capabilities ofited access to either of these elements.27 ods for evaluating teaching and improving

instruction, student learning may be compro-Technical flaws such as server problems, computer-based technologies.
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mised.80 Self-reflection can assist instructors comes. A reciprocal analysis will follow ware’s interactive communication features:
virtual chat and discussion board.with deciphering the complexity of teaching where common and divergent themes were

identified pertaining to the implementation,and can promote professional develop- To do this, the instructor relied on 3 cur-
ment.79,81-84 Reflective inquiry is a goal of impact on student learning, outcomes, and riculum-based modes of interaction, includ-
physical therapist education and critical for pitfalls encountered by each professor. The ing a method that was familiar to students:
self-directed professional development in stu- content of the concurrent reflection that tran- face-to-face method (recitation), virtual chat
dents.8,85-87 In chemistry education, there is a spired between the respective interdisciplin- room, and discussion board. The rationale
nearly century-old tradition of mainstream ary dyads will be shared to illuminate learn- for including 3 methods of interaction was
faculty members publishing and presenting ing that transcends disciplinary boundaries. to increase student familiarity with the inter-
their pedagogical innovations, and recently, active features of a widely available educa-
with the inclusion of chemical education re- tional software package, diversify the oppor-Statement of Instructional Goals, Use
search as additional information on which tunities for active student dialogue aboutof Technology—PT Case
to base their reflective comments.88 research methods and the medical literature,Northeastern University (NU) offers a 6-1⁄2-

and provide a diversity of communicationThe idea of reflection on individual expe- year professional (entry-level) Doctor of
options to address student learning stylerience is not new. Dewey described reflec- Physical Therapy (DPT) that includes two
differences.24,25tion as critical for “stepping back from a per- 6-month cooperative education or related

plexing [incident to] generate a more Two additional objectives incorporated inwork experiences in addition to 3 clinical
comprehensive plan of activity” and make the course addressed the Professional Prac-education experiences. Each class within the
meaning of experience.89(p25) According to tice Expectations of self-assessment and re-DPT program contains approximately 70-
Schön,85 reflective practice is used by expert flection. As mentioned previously, reflection100 students, making it 1 of the largest pro-
professionals to deal with unique or unstable is a desired skill in physical therapists.8,85-87

grams in the country. Participants were 57
problem situations. fifth-year physical therapist students enrolled

Instructional InterventionWhile individual reflection is useful, a in a 12-week Web-enhanced course entitled
The instructor posted netiquette guidelinespowerful strategy for stimulating thinking “PTH1405 Research for Physical Thera-
in the “Announcements” section of the Webabout teaching and learning that extends pists.” PTH1405 introduces students to re-
page to establish expectations for professionalbeyond a single field can occur through search design, basic statistics, and analysis
online communication and behavior. Alsointerprofessional reflection and dialogue. of physical therapist literature. Students in
posted were written guidelines for each on-Thoughtful consideration is required of fac- PTH1405 met weekly for two 65-minute lec-
line assignment that were linked to gradingulty who introduce innovative teaching ap- ture periods and one 65-minute recitation.
criteria. Throughout the academic term, theproaches, including technology. The inclu- For all 57 students, this was their first encoun-
instructor interacted with students to con-sion of technology as a pedagogy should ter with a Web-enhanced course.
tinue to guide their online behavior and com-augment instruction in an explicit and mea-
munication development.surable fashion. Specifically, an instructor Instructional Goals

must determine if the chosen technology is In preparation for recitation, students
Information literacy is a Professional Practicealigned with instructional objectives and if worked collaboratively in groups of 3-5 indi-
Expectation for graduates of physical thera-desired learning outcomes are achieved in viduals to answer questions for critique of
pist education programs.8 With the advent ofstudents. Physical therapist educators are peer-reviewed journal articles. The virtual
evidenced-based practice, students are re-“perfectly positioned” to contribute to the chat room assignment required each small
quired to “use information technology to ac-evidenced-based literature related to the group to collectively brainstorm preparation
cess sources of information to support clini-scholarship of physical therapist educa- of the critiques in real time.6 During the face-
cal decisions.”8(p12) An additional Professionaltion.90(p2) Through individual reflection or in- to-face format of recitation, students dis-
Practice Expectation is for graduates to pos-terprofessional reflection, an instructor can cussed their article critiques as a class or
sess excellent communication skills. To ad-“. . . contribut[e] to the scholarship of teach- asked questions related to course material.
dress these specific guidelines, the instructoring by documenting and evaluating early ex- In a second assignment, the author posted
of PTH1405 designated 3 of 9 course objec-periences in using Web-based technology in a Web-based newspaper article describing re-
tives to technology-based student learninguniversity courses.”91(p585)

cent health research in the news and ques-
outcomes: (1) demonstrate effective commu- tions related to the article on the site. Stu-
nication skills: verbal, written, presentation,METHOD/MODEL DESCRIPTION dents posted comments about the article on
computer, and listening; (2) demonstrateAND EVALUATION the discussion board and the entire class
professional behavior while engaged in on-The object of inquiry reported in this article could view the postings. Discussion board
line communication; and (3) demonstrateconcerns the importance of making explicit communication was used to stimulate an on-
computer literacy through the use of Black-how the integration of a new pedagogy, edu- line class-wide conversation that could occur
board’s virtual chat and discussion threadcational technology, into existing class for- at the student’s convenience.
communication features.mats can facilitate student acquisition of Self-assessment was promoted through 4

specific learning objectives and skills. Spe- To reach these 3 objectives, the instructor reflective papers that enabled students to de-
cifically, an instructor must determine if the used Blackboard as a Web-enhanced peda- scribe their experiences and learning related
chosen technology is aligned with instruc- gogy to transform PTH1405—a traditional to the online assignments. Reflective papers
tional objectives and if the technology abets lecture-based course. A goal was to embed were assigned a grade to encourage partici-
desired learning outcomes in students. In the Web-enhanced course assignments directly pation.6

following sections, 2 examples will be pre- related to course objectives and grading crite-
ria. Another instructional goal was to movesented that describe how educators in both Data collected. Data were collected on stu-

dent learning and experiences 4 times duringphysical therapist and chemistry education beyond using Blackboard to statically house
course information incorporating the soft-used technology to achieve learning out- the academic term via discussion board tran-
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scripts, chat room transcripts, and reflective Table 1. Student Outcomes From teaching skills when they were SSG students.
Indeed, the SSG assignments permitted stu-papers. The investigator used a qualitative Physical Therapy Case

methodology to iteratively analyze each dents to demonstrate their teaching potential
1. Demonstrate professional behaviorround of data. Four themes emerged pertain- with the idea that they might become SSG

while using online technologying to: online behavior, communication fea- leaders. Varma-Nelson and Coppola95 have
resources.ture use, students’ perspectives—how they outlined the details of team learning-based

2. Demonstrate technical competencelearn—and barriers. The instructor used programs and a proposal for why they work
using online communication features.these data to modify future course assign- based on 4 well-established areas of educa-

3. Engage in self-reflection and critical
ments and pedagogical approaches in tional design and research.analysis skills.
PTH1405. 4. Read and analyze primary journal

Instructional Goalssources for evidence as it related to
Student Outcomes clinical practice. One way or the other, a universal educational

outcome was that students are able to makeStudents utilized the online communication
meaning from professional writing in ourfeatures in different ways. Discussion boards
fields. The short version of achieving ourallowed students to post individual reactions Barriers to online learning can be either
particular goal was to give selected journalto assignments, view diverse perspectives of technical or nontechnical. Our participants
articles to teams of students and ask them,their peers, and post threads leisurely. Stu- were affected by 2 major technical impedi-
as a group, to understand and explain thedents indicated that the threads fostered ments: university-wide impact of the Code
science. In particular, we used technologicaldeeper thinking and critical examination of Red and Nimba viruses, and an unexpected
environments (Web-based multimedia) asan assignment, and provided opportunities 50% increase in Internet traffic. These im-
the medium for students to complete this taskfor students to compare their thinking to that pediments together dramatically reduced the
by using the literature to create instructionalof their peers. By studying student comments performance of Internet-based applications
materials for each other.in the discussion threads, the instructor was such as Blackboard and limited student abil-

able to note directly a number of positive Promoting generative work is alignedity to access and complete online course as-
practices within the student community: ap- strongly with constructivist epistemologies.96signment at the semester outset. These 2 im-
plication of past knowledge, application of And for all that has been written and saidpediments caused a great deal of distress for
class material, a connection of ideas to thera- about classroom assessment methods, wethe students who could not access course
peutic practice, and an opportunity to build think it is useful for instructors to realize thatmaterials. Stress was then passed on to the
on each others’ comments. Online conversa- we ask our students to teach us—that is, toinstructor who had to scramble to prepare
tions enabled students to learn from reading generate an explanation—when they answerand distribute duplicate course materials in
and thinking about the multiple perspectives questions on our examinations.97 In all cases,class.17 Table 1 summarizes student out-
of their peers. Generally, individual discus- whether an exam is in written or oral format,comes for the physical therapist case study.
sion thread comments were thoughtfully an instructor takes on the student role as

Statement of Instructional Goals, Usewritten using professional language, a re- questioner and learner, while the student is
of Technology: Chemistry Casespectful tone, complete sentences, and few the one who provides explanations. Yet con-

spelling errors.17 crete, explicit opportunities for students toThe context for developing our use of instruc-
build the skills for this role-reversal are rarelytional technology in chemistry is called theChat room behavior reflected a different
provided. In principle, writing a report, giv-Structured Study Group (SSG) program.tenor. Group members joked and had fun
ing a presentation, and taking exams are allSince 1994, a cohort of 120-160 first-yearwhile using the technology and often used
capable of doing this job, yet in practice stu-university students have earned Honorstheir cell phones to augment an interaction.
dents spend much time delivering answers.credit in Supplemental Instruction (SI) ses-Conversations were full of typographical er-
In order to emphasize the role that teaching,sions attached to the 1,000-student course ofrors and distracting comments. Many conver-
as well as preparing to teach, can have in thestandard coursework and examinations in thesations were informal and began with
learning process, we have actively promotedorganic chemistry-based Structure and Reac-welcoming of participants. Then, the emer-
ways for students to practice their teachingtivity courses.92,93 We developed this modifiedgence of a leader became apparent when an
skills before the examination. These ideassupplemental instruction option in lieu of aindividual posed a question related to the
are strongly aligned with the principles ofseparate Honors section of the course be-course assignment, which was a deviation
reciprocal teaching,98-101 and especially withcause we felt that first-term students couldfrom the informal conversation that appeared
work on the power of explanatory knowl-not judge whether or not an Honors sectionat the beginning of the chat room session.
edge.102-105 Learning environments need toof organic chemistry would be appropriate.94Groups displayed different approaches when
include structured opportunities for studentsIn the second semester of the course, we dowaiting for late individuals to enter the chat
to reflect on their learning in ways that spe-offer a separate section of the course whereroom; some groups delayed discussing course
cifically develop their interpersonal commu-lecture, discussion, laboratory, and SSG workmaterial, while others did not. Uniformly,
nication skills, understanding that by doingare integrated for a group of approximatelywhen a late group member entered the vir-
so they can develop explanatory knowledge.100 self-selected students who wish to taketual environment the ongoing discussion be-
Technologies that enhance the ability for stu-their second term of organic chemistry in acame side-tracked and unorganized.17 Per-
dent-generated explanations coupled withprojects and research-based environment.haps because there were so many similarities
pedagogies that promote reflective critiqueto the behaviors one sees in any normal group Students met in teams of 15-20 for 2 hours
should, in theory, enhance student learning.work, the students generally viewed the vir- per week in sessions facilitated by an upper-

division student doing generative, literature-tual group meeting as duplicative of times Some of the relevant instructional goals
for the second-term course were for studentswhen they could meet in person; in fact, based work which they bring to the session

for peer review and discussion. SSG leadersmany students expressed a preference for to: (1) more fully appreciate the molecular
dynamic change in chemical reactions;face-to-face interaction. were juniors and seniors who demonstrated
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(2) learn how to correlate graphic and tabular indicates the carbon atom group, construction of the Web pages. The SSG
leaders and the instructor provided anotherspectroscopic data with molecular structure; and vice versa). the text of the

experimental section that de-(3) increase confidence in assigning meaning as the pages were examined. In their study
for the final examination, these classes spon-from reading primary writing (eg, journals); scribed the preparation of the

product in your sequence and any(4) promote multirepresentational modes of taneously decided that they needed to meet
as a class to rely on each other’s expertise ascommunication with decision making. terms, procedures or apparatus

that are unfamiliar to you and/or the authors of the work. Interestingly, a group
Instructional Intervention your class in general. of faculty members from around the United

States have told us that they use our students’In order for the students to accomplishThe HTML Project. This was a term-long work as the basis of assignments in their ownthe goals of this project, they needed to mas-project that assigned during the special sec- courses. Well beyond an inquiry into our stu-ter and combine a number of pieces of soft-tion of the second-term “Structure and Reac- dents’ mastery of the chemistry subject mat-ware, namely, ChemDraw (to represent mol-tivity” course. The class is naturally subdi- ter, this project also allowed the student lead-ecules in 2-D line formulas), Chem3D (tovided into SSG sections of 15-18 students. ers, through their monitoring of the groupcreate 2.5-D or stereoscopic images), CACheWithin each SSG, smaller study groups ) of work, to assess questions like independence,(to create computationally valid molecular3-4 students were created. Each SSG took reliability, andownership,all ofwhichfiguredstructural drawings), Photoshop or other ap-ownership of a journal article selected by the into the evaluation component.propriate graphics program (to manipulatefaculty instructor for the appropriateness of
To achieve our third goal, to increase con-the images), GifBuilder (to combine imagesits content to the general subject matter of

fidence in assigning meaning from readinginto animations), in addition to whatever Javathe course. During the first SSG meetings
primary writing in journals, we turned to 2and HTML templates might be used by indi-of the term, students received the follow-
sources. At least 40%-60% of the chemistryviduals. The students within the smallering instructions:
in these journal articles is outside the formalstudy groups were responsible for working

After using written and oral presenta- scope of the course, yet semester after semes-through the chemistry that they are assigned
tions within your SSGs for each of the ter these students learn how to access andso that they could present their understand-
items listed below, you will construct a address how to solve the problem of under-ing, orally and in writing, to their SSG for
Web site that integrates the hypertext standing this material. Do they do it per-review and feedback. The groups also had to
versions of all of the following into a fectly? No. Could they be more systematic?decide on every aspect of the design in how
single document for your entire class Yes. But the palpable sense of ownership theythey were going to represent the work to each
[the assembly of smaller study groups have of their learning is more than worth aother (and the world) at the course Web site.
into the SSGs (larger groups, under a few errors in the final presentation; it’s a valueWhy did they study the whole site at all?leader), and the collection of SSGs into judgment. We also turned to our departmen-The site is a complex artifact of student workthe whole class]. Both Web and print tal colleagues to report back from their expe-on sophisticated chemistry explanations. Inversions will be required. You will also riences with these students as they enteredorder to provide more purpose than just an-have the opportunity to burn an archi- their research groups. A few years ago, 1 col-other artifact of student learning, the site (andval copy of the Web site on a CD- league captured his sense of these studentsits print version) has significance to theROM disk. as having “naı̈ve courage—they do not knowcourse. From the start, the students knew that

how to do everything, of course, but they are(1) Describing, in a brief paragraph, the final examination in the course would
convinced that with a little work and somethe chemistry of your step. be based on the student-generated text and
articles to read they really do think they can• What kinds of reactions are tak- hypertext. Furthermore, the instructor used
do it.”ing place? the student work to construct exam questions

• What is the overall change? What Finally, the fourth goal: to promote multi-based on the inevitable, and expected, errors
precedents are there for the representational modes of communicationthat would remain in the work. This method
change? with concurrent decision making. We areof testing has been a successful device for

• What kinds of interesting selectiv- currently developing a methodology basedtransmitting 2 important lessons. First, that
ities or other features were part of on the tools of discourse analysis that willone should always have a critical eye when
your transformation? allow us to analytically assess the drawingsencountering text and hypertext. Second,

• Each smaller study group has a of chemical phenomena created by studentsthat true ownership of one’s education is pos-
few trigger questions about some in order to determine how well their repre-sible, even if it means deconstructing 1 of
of the chemistry represented in sentational skills are mapping toward an ex-the most central elements in a science
their step. pert conception, as indicated by their repre-course: the textbook.

(2) Creating an animation for the sentational choices. Our method is to create
Student Outcomesmechanism of the transforma- a thematic diagram,106 which is a metarepre-

sentation that facilitates comparisons of dif-tion(s). Two of our 4 goals—to more fully appreciate
the molecular dynamic change in chemical(3) Creating a correlation between: ferent types of student work. Thematic dia-

grams can be used to code, and converge,• the proton NMR spectrum of the reactions and to learn how to correlate
graphic and tabular spectroscopic data withproduct and its structure (for ex- textual or pictorial representations. A the-

matic diagram of Grant Woods’ “Americanample: click or mouse-over an molecular structure—were explicitly struc-
tured in the assignment and made visible byabsorption signal indicates the Gothic” would have features (farmer, cover-

alls, glasses, farmer’s wife, pitchfork, cross,hydrogen atom group, and vice the student work. This site, its accompanying
text, and its use constituted an authentic formversa). tines, etc) whose relationships to each other

define them and comprise a theme (eg, the• the carbon NMR spectrum of the of student assessment. Indeed, there were
many layers of assessment built into the proj-product and its structure (click or tines of the pitchfork, as opposed to the tines

of a dinner fork; the cross on the buildingmouse-over an absorption signal ect. One of them was peer-to-peer during the
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Table 2. Student Outcomes From implemented by both instructors was the use ates in an introductory chemistry course,
nearly none of whom were interested in join-Chemistry Case of student teams and collaboration to com-

plete an assignment. ing the profession, and a group of fifth-year
1. Appreciate the molecular dynamic preprofessionals in a course where, I pre-A similarity was the use by both professors

change in chemical reactions. sume, 100% of them were long-committedof multiple communication modes: com-
2. Correlate graphic and tabular to becoming practicing physical therapists.puter, face-to-face, and written as part of a

spectroscopic data with molecular But the goals were nearly the same, and thesingle assignment. In addition, both instruc-structure. pedagogical philosophical strategies weretors relied on multiple layers of grading that3. Increase confidence in assigning
more alike than different. The PT educationrelated to each assignment. The layers in-meaning from reading primary writing
faculty member wanted students to “demon-cluded conducting a critique of a research(journals).
strate effective communication skills: verbal,4. Use multirepresentational modes of article using face-to-face, virtual chat, and
written, presentation, computer and listen-communication. large group recitation in the physical therapy
ing”; and the chemist wanted to “promoteexample. For the chemistry example, the lay-
multi-representational modes of commu-ers of assessment included building a Web
nication with decision-making.” Thesite to visualize a chemical property that wasbehind the figures, as opposed to a cross PTH1405 course required students to “ana-peer, and instructor assessed.string around the neck of farmer’s wife, etc). lyze the medical and scientific literature,”One difference between the 2 instructorsOnce coded, the features and their relation- and the SSG program had as 2 explicit learn-was that the chemistry professor used peerships from different students’ representations ing goals related to the literature “to increasementors and peer assessment while the physi-can be quantitatively compared to each oth- confidence in assigning meaning from read-cal therapy professor required self-assessmenters and to those of experts, enabling us to ing primary writing (journals)” and “to learnthrough reflective journaling on learning andanswer previously unanswerable questions how to correlate graphic and tabular spectro-skill acquisition. Another difference notedabout how well a student’s ability to draw scopic data with molecular structure.”was the use by the chemistry professor ofchemistry visuals is progressing, or how dif-

Interestingly, there were differences thatstudent work as the basis of examination toferent interventions might be affecting stu-
arose around the expectations of how thepromote student ownership of work, anddent learning. While the details of these anal-
technology could be used because the experi-careful examination of work for errors. Yetyses are beyond the scope of this article, our
ences in the student populations appearedanother concerned the reciprocal learningpreliminary results are quite encouraging.
to be significantly different. Two of the 3opportunity provided regarding activities thatTable 2 summarizes the student outcomes
goals for the PT course involve students’ be-promoted thinking about the process teach-for the chemistry case.
havior and comfort with learning in such aning for the chemistry students, peer, and in-
environment (“For all 57 students, this wasReflective Observations structors.
a first encounter with a Web-enhancedAfter creating a somewhat detailed outline

The Chemist’s course.”), while (unstated) around 50% offor this manuscript, the authors generated
Reflective Observations the chemistry students have experience con-their own individual contributions using that

structing fairly sophisticated Web pages, withI am continually struck by the fundamentalrubric. We agreed to write our cases indepen-
nearly all (but not 100%) of the others highlysimilarities that emerged about educationaldently, and then to exchange these drafts
motivated to learn this, in particular. Alsogoals when faculty members get the opportu-for mutual commentary only after the drafts
unstated, but an important reminder fromnity to share detail about how they designwere completed, so as not to bias the writing
reading the PTH1405 description, was thelearning environments. Yet, at the same time,of the author’s own case by the reading of
goal of having students encounter and debateour colleagues at the Carnegie Foundationthe other. In this section, we report the re-
the etiquette questions when working inare also examining the differentiating educa-flections from each author on each other’s
these environments. For a full week as thetional practices that Shulman labeled thecase.
students posted and tested their instructional“signature pedagogies” of the professions
Web pages, they had open access to all otherPhysical Therapists’ (distinctive, pervasive, and found across insti-
students’ work, and the temptation was highReflective Observations tutions). Is this a matter of all roads leading
to pull a prank on a friend’s Web page, asto Rome? In identifying and articulating in-Upon reflection, I thought that an amazing
we once learned the hard way.structional goals, and in seeing their conver-number of similarities existed between the 2

gence between our clearly different disci-cases that significantly outweighed the differ- I think that both projects drew from a
plines, I found support for Shulman’sences. For example, both instructors embed- pedagogical content knowledge perspective,
original notion of pedagogical contentded technology within an assignment that that is, what was being proposed in using
knowledge (PCK). In the context of PCK,had a clear educational objective for skill technology was aligned with explicit instruc-
distinctive differences in the subject matterattainment. Also, objectives were stated for tional goals and derives from a deep under-
might mean that the pedagogical choices aboth the technological element or desired standing of the subject matter. The answers
chemist makes for achieving a given instruc-skill. The professors required students to to the question, why is achieving this or that
tional goal would not be expected to alignlearn to use a technology (HTML or Black- goal best accomplished with these environ-
with the choices a PT would make for achiev-board) to complete an assignment. For both ments and not others, is probably still not
ing the same goal. On the other hand, thedisciplines (physical therapy and chemistry), explained by either report as well as it could
instructional goals themselves were robustthe technology made explicit a student’s be, but the hints are there. Clearly, when
and (perhaps) immune to disciplinary differ-thinking about an assignment. For example, technological literacy is an explicit goal, then
ences.if a student posted written comments to a using technology is required. In both cases,

however, the students also had assignmentsdiscussion board they made their thinking The chemistry and physical therapy popu-
lations could not have been more different:about a topic of interest public for both the that were “technology-embedded” rather

than “technology-supplemented,” and the af-instructor and their peers. Another strategy a group of first-year, undeclared undergradu-
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fordances of the technology permitted the Table 3. A Proposed Set of Transcendent Pedagogical Principles About
Instructional Technologystudent to make their thinking visible for

open review and critique by the commu-
1. Embedding instructional technology as a vehicle for embedding assignments needs tonity—or even the world.

make sense in the context of other methodological choices.
The push-back from students reported by 2. Learning an instructional technology and its appended etiquettes should be their own

the physical therapist educator also matched explicit, pedagogical goals when using an instructional technology.
an unreported experience from chemistry. 3. Using complex texts, such as the primary literature, creates a high-level challenge for
When the technology did not appear to en- which “open source” discussion and peer commentary is particularly effective because
hance or improve the nontechnology- or al- its authority is, in fact, constructed by a community rather than by dogma.

4. The link between using an instructional technology and the instructional goal, which isternative technology-based task, students re-
a statement of pedagogical content knowledge, should be transparent and shouldsisted: “Our participants indicated that
make sense. An instructor should be able to explain why X is the best method tovirtual chat was viewed as duplicative. . . .”
accomplish the stated learning goal and why other methods might not be—In a spin-off project to bring sophisticated
particularly if there appears to be a simpler, equally effective, or more generallyWeb-based, Web-delivered, student-gener-
applicable methodology available, because students will see this as a potential

ated materials comparable to those created distraction.
in the HTML project, we collaborated with 5. Embedded in the pedagogical approaches were mechanisms for both individual and
instructional technology experts to develop concurrent reflection stimulated by the opportunity to view the work of others.
a “1-stop shopping” software tool called
ChemSense, with which students can author
pages, construct chemistry animations, and
engage in peer review. The students resisted principles as a framework on which others Model: Disentangling the Pedagogies
and rebelled in using the aspects of this pro- might hang their own details. (Figure 1)
gram that duplicate what can be done with We constructed our contributions to this The diversity of instructional needs and ob-a standard software tool, and so we had to article separately yet together. In writing our jectives creates a familiar tension in formalnarrowly assign ChemSense to those tasks cases, neither of us read the others in advance education between training students in thefor which ChemSense is superior to the of writing our own. We literally had no idea technical content of the disciplines and theother choices. about the nature of the application of instruc- more overarching educational values. One

tional technology about which each would might see this tension as a tangling of 3 highly
DISCUSSION write. In commenting on each other’s cases, linked pedagogical objectives.107 Overarch-

for instance, neither of us read the otherOur project had 2 purposes. The following ing educational values might be called the
person’s comments in advance of writing oursections will present the outcomes for each general intellectual objectives for education.
own. Any convergence in reading and report-purpose, an evaluation of goal attainment, In contrast, professional intellectual objec-
ing, then, is at least a genuine reflection ofand a discussion of the implications for physi- tives are the overarching values for a more-
what we saw in each other’s work rather thancal therapist and chemist education. specific literacy at the disciplinary level (ie,
what we told each other to think about it. chemistry, biology, or science). Instructors

need to explicitly attend to the connectionTable 3 contains a set of transcendentTechnology as Pedagogy to
between the professional and general intellec-pedagogical principles that we inferred fromTranscendent Pedagogy

reading and commenting on our cases. tual objectives, namely, to answer how learn-
Historically, a faculty member in physical
therapy/chemistry might never have attended
a presentation about instructional design and

Figure 1. Percent Agreement SOTL Considered as Service in Promotionimplementation given by a physical thera-
or Tenure Decisionspist /chemist. Indeed—and we mean this to

be a criticism, 1 of the reasons would be
“what could I possibly learn that would be
relevant to me in my teaching by listening
to someone in [X discipline]; they do not
have the same issues to deal with,” etc? As
a comparative process, then, how do we move
from highly contextualized details—“signa-
ture pedagogies,” not only of a profession, but
of 2 individuals—to something that might
constitute knowledge about instructional
technology that can be generalized and that
can be taken away from these 2 cases? One
proposition would be that such a cross-disci-
plinary comparison would make clearer the
ideas that we could see the general familiarity
in each other’s work that transcends the dis-
cipline—dare we say “transcendent pedagog-
ies”?—precisely because the disciplinary de-
tails would be automatically irrelevant as we
looked at the cases, leaving the pedagogical
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Table 4. Categories for Pedagogical Objectives tainability of the interprofessional collabora-
tion to continue to support peers, who also

General Intellectual Objective Critical thinking, reflective analysis, effective desire to develop a SoTL program. Opportu-
communication. nities for meaningful interprofessional dia-

Professional Intellectual Objective Read and transform data-based research reports on logue are still mainly serendipitous, regard-
(a) natural chemistry phenomena, or (b) the practice less of how much value one finds in them.
of physical therapy.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONProfessional interactions with peers or clients.

Technological literacy is required by employ-Professional Technical Objective Construct an animation that explains an
understanding of the Diels-Alder cycloaddition ers of students of any discipline. The preva-
reaction, or examine the relative merits of lence of technology options has required that
manipulation/mobilization therapies in treating LBP. educators consider adding technology to

their choices of pedagogy.6 Moreover, educa-
tors have little time to reflect on their teach-
ing and learning experiences. Bringing edu-ing science is connected to a liberal educa- content of the learning is valued by mem-
cators representing different disciplinestion. Lastly, individual courses are embedded bers.109 Members of a learning community,
together to dialogue about teaching–learningwithin the richness of professional technical who may have different levels of experience,
approaches may decrease the isolation expe-objectives, that is, the factual subject matter collectively dialogue, share experiences, and
rienced by professors working alone. Ourthat typically comprises a written syllabus or learn about topics of interest.110 A learning
project was designed to provide opportunitiestable of contents. Technological progress in community is organized to reflect a horizon-
for professors of different disciplines to reflectthe disciplines and the detailed articulation tal rather than vertical structure to allow each
individually and collectively to learn fromof the professional technical subject matter individual a voice in a discussion.110 A learn-
each other. Personal reflection on the experi-should be exploited in order to make clear ing community becomes a community of
ence increased educators’ awareness of theconnections about how learning triple inte- practice (CoP) when members are intercon-
need for conducting research on their teach-grals or translating Goethe is not only repre- nected by a future-oriented, shared learning
ing. They became a dedicated learning com-sentative of professional intellectual objec- goal. A CoP values “individuality over con-
munity of faculty committed to an intellectu-tives, but also addresses general intellectual formity,”110(p79) and recognizes the benefit af-
ally stimulating dialogue leading to newones (Table 4). forded by a team approach to problem solv-
approaches to academic problems and toing.111 A CoP can occur among members atWe propose here that these might not only crosspollination of ideas and practices. Par-a designated location or bridge geographicbe 3 categories of pedagogical objectives, but ticipation in the community not only pro-boundaries through Internet technology.also of pedagogies, and that the process of vided support for research development, butWithin the physical therapy profession, acomparison and reflective reading that we also for personal development. ConcurrentCoP enables participants to dialogue fromhave described here might be a way to disen- reflection by more than 1 discipline has themultiple perspectives about clinical practicetangle the more general lessons (general intel- potential to illuminate and expand one’sin its complexity. When dialogue is amplifiedlectual pedagogies, or transcendent pedagog- thinking and open new possibilities for theby reflection that is both individual and col-ies) from those more highly embedded in use of technology and innovative pedagogy,lective, shared meaning and understandingthe details of the profession or discipline: irrespective of discipline. More research isdevelops about a topic of interest.112 As sup-professional intellectual pedagogies that aim indicated to study how faculty of diverse dis-ported by the literature, this CoP dialogueat the epistemological workings of a profes- ciplines can share and learn from each other.illustrates a discussion that builds on itselfsion, and the professional technical pedagog-

and lends different perspectives on a complexies that aim at the highly contextualized REFERENCES
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